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7 INTRODUCTION

8 There is little doubt that tissue engineering is a revo-

9 lutionary addition to the therapeutic armamentarium of

10 medicine. The dilemma of adequately repairing either

11 failing or traumatized organs has been looming larger as

12 patients either become older or are in dire need of grafts.

13 Compounding some of the intrinsic problems of trans-

14 plantation is the chronic shortage of tissues and organs.

15 Tissue engineering allows the hope of a regular creation of

16 spare parts for the human body. This is a most significant

17 approach to reconstruct, replace, or repair organs in a way

18 that could not be foreseen 25 years ago.

19 Reconstructive medicine is, in a way, not a very recent

20 concept. If one stays away from punctilious definitions,

21 one of its forms, reconstructive surgery, has been prac-

22 ticed for quite some time, with a surge of development

23 after the Second World War. In 1970s, the development

24 of microsurgery allowed distant tissue transfer and re-

25 implantation.[1–5] Since then, the introduction of various

26 biomaterials has allowed vast and diversified types of

27 reconstruction of the human body. Vascular grafts and

28 prosthetic articulation are two prominent examples.[6]

29 However, tissue engineering does open a radically new

30 chapter in reconstructive medicine, for it is now deemed

31 possible to reconstruct in the laboratory human living

32 tissues and organs for either in-vivo, ex-vivo, and even in-

33 vitro applications.[7–13] This new domain of biotechnology

34 is remarkably multidisciplinary, bringing together cell and

35 molecular biologists, biochemists, engineers, pharmacol-

36 ogists, physicians, and others.

37 When the aim of tissue engineers is to obtain grafts for

38 in-vivo applications, then the biological and mechanical

39 functions are of utmost importance. In some subdivisions

40 of the field, one can essentially choose between a bio-

41 logical function, as in cell therapy, and a principally

42 mechanical function, as in the use of tissue templates[14]

43 (Fig.F1 1).

44 Tissue-engineered substitutes are three-dimensional

45 reconstructions that can be implanted into the human

46 body, leading to rapid host integration and acceptance.

47 These substitutes must have at least minimal biological

48 and mechanical functions for such a reparative role.

49 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

50 Even though the field of tissue engineering is relatively

51 young, it has already enjoyed a fascinating evolution over

52 the last quarter of a century. Tissue engineering has also

53 been considered one of the most influential new tech-

54 nologies for the future of biomedicine.[15–17]

55 The development of tissue engineering can be seen as

56 having two phases. The phase of exponential development

57 and potential application is still continuing to evolve. But

58 it seems reasonable to also identify a second phase,

59 brought about by a flurry of discoveries about stem cells.

60 Even though these cells had been known of for many years

61 and had certainly been involved in many tissue-engi-

62 neered efforts, some very important aspects of embryonic

63 stem cells were revealed. Indeed, the isolation and stable

64 culturing of either the totipotent or germinal stem cell was

65 a pivotal breakthrough.[18–20] In parallel, adult stem cells

66 were found to be much more ubiquitous and to have more

67 lineage plasticity than previously thought.[21]

68 Since 1998, these discoveries have brought a tremen-

69 dous amount of energy and expectation to the field of

70 tissue engineering and reconstruction. Indeed, their ther-

71 apeutic potential since then has been estimated to be

72 greatly enhanced.

73 APPROACHES TO
74 TISSUE-ENGINEERED SUBSTITUTES

75 The different approaches to tissue-engineered substitutes

76 involve deceptively few elements: cells and various

77 natural or artificial matrices combined in such manner

78 to obtain a tissue substitute. These tissue substitutes can

79 then in turn be sequentially integrated to create more

80 complex organs (Fig. F22).

81 Three main approaches are being utilized for tissue

82 engineering. The first is the seeding of cells into various

83 gels. The seminal work by Dr. Eugene Bell and collabo-

84 rators has set the stage for various applications of such

85 an approach with collagen gels.[11] Previous work had al-

86 ready indicated that cells could be cultivated on different

87 collagen gels at times with incorporation into the depth
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88 of this matrix.[22,23] However, the true integration of cells

89 into gels allowed them to reorganize the surrounding

90 matrix.[12,24–30] A few investigators are pursuing this

91 technology with either collagen gels or other matrix com-

92 ponents such as fibrin.

93 Even though this approach allows the creation of

94 many substitutes and can recreate excellent in-vitro mod-

95 els, it has a few drawbacks. The main one is the weak

96 mechanical resistance of the obtained substitutes. The

97 structural integrity may be sufficient for such tissues as

98 skin, but not so for substitutes in the vascular or or-

99 thopedic system. This problem has been addressed with

100 some original solutions, such as glycation and magnetic

101 alignment of the collagen fibers.[31–33] It remains to be

102 seen if these modifications are truly applicable to a clini-

103 cal setting.

104 A second approach entails the seeding of cells into

105 scaffolds. These scaffolds can be of a natural or bio-

106 synthetic origin. The cells then thrive in the porous ma-

107 terial and secrete various amounts of extracellular matrix

108 depending on their nature. Much of the original concept

109 was developed by Dr. Robert Langer’s group at MIT.[34]

110 It also builds on the prior work of Dr. Burke[35,36] and

111 Dr. Odile Damour,[37,38] with the creation of sponge-like

112 structures from mainly collagenous material. Most of

113 the MIT work has centered around synthetic scaffolds

114 such as PGA [Poly(glycolic acid)].[34] There have been

115 countless modifications and additions to the different

116 types of synthetic materials used over the last decade in

117 this approach of tissue engineering. The obvious advan-

118 tage of this approach is the immediate creation of a three-

119 dimensional structure that already has significant struc-

120 tural properties. However, the intrinsic nature of most of

121 these polymers, which are suture materials, entails slow

122 degradation with an ensuing lowering of the pH of

123 surrounding tissues. This leads to a slow but rather

124 protracted low-level inflammatory process. Many groups

125 are thus attempting to alter the chemical nature of these

126 biomaterials for not only better tissue acceptance, but also

127 better control over the resorption time frame and acidic

128 conditions. These efforts would inhibit the inflammatory

129 process and ensure that the disappearance of the material

130 is synchronous with the integration and constructive phase

131 of the graft. How successful these attempts are will be

132 apparent within the next few years.

133 More recently, the LOEX group in Canada has

134 developed a different approach to tissue engineering. It

135 has some roots in the very initial phases of in-vitro tissue

136 reconstruction as exemplified by Dr. Howard Green with

137 cultured epithelia for burn patient therapy,[39] combined

138 with many observations about the reorganization of

139 the extracellular matrix in various substitutes. In this ap-

140 proach, various types of cells, mostly of mesenchymal

141 origin, are grown in such a fashion within a culture flask

142 that they literally embed themselves in their very own

143 extracellular matrix. Among many factors, the addition of

144 sodium ascorbate allows the significant appearance of the

145 various components of the extracellular matrix. These

146 sheets are then either stacked or rolled to obtain various

147 tissue substitutes.[17] The most convincing demonstration

148 was the re-creation of a totally biological vascular sub-

149 stitute. The final substitute was not only three-dimen-

150 sional and three-cellular, but also had very valuable me-

151 chanical and biological properties. The main advantage

152 in this approach is the absence of extraneous collagens

153 and any synthetic material.[40] This method is truly close

154 to some of the in-vivo processes found during organo-

155 genesis in utero.

156 This team has also championed for many years the use

157 of self-generated mechanical forces with mechanical

158 stresses also applied to these substitutes. This combination

159 not only leads to a significant in-vitro cellular and extra-

160 cellular matrix reorganization, but also achieves a physio-

161 logical final result. It is felt that such substitutes could

Fig. 1 Overview of the different approaches leading to tissue

engineering and reconstruction.

Fig. 2 Simplified illustration of the components necessary for

tissue engineering. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.)
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162 be grafted with minimal inflammatory response, but also

163 with a rather unique state of readiness for in-vivo inte-

164 gration and remodeling.

165 However, one must also note that this approach is time-

166 consuming. Thus, it will demand some form of automa-

167 tion and acceleration of maturation time for the culture

168 of these substitutes. On the other hand, they can be con-

169 sidered, at the present time, as the purest form of in-vitro

170 models for various physiological, pathophysiological,

171 pharmaceutical, and toxicological studies.

172 CRITICAL INTEGRATIVE ASPECTS OF
173 TISSUE-ENGINEERED SUBSTITUTES

174 As tissue engineering enters the clinical area in a more and

175 more significant fashion each passing year, some very

176 critical aspects of tissue integration must be addressed.

177 Two of these critical aspects, namely vascularization

178 and innervation, have not received all the attention they

179 deserve. This may be due to the fact that most of the

180 efforts leading to clinically applicable substitutes centered

181 at first on skin grafts. Then, because of their very nature,

182 the animal experiments did not reveal the need to take into

183 account these two important aspects of tissue integration.

184 In a way, this may be seen as quite surprising since

185 reconstructive surgery devotes a lot of attention to the

186 revascularization and reinnervation of autologous or

187 allogeneic grafts. This is evidently less true if a graft

188 has a nearly exclusively mechanical function such as an

189 aortic synthetic graft or hip prosthesis. But even then some

190 surgeons and scientists have pointed out that some

191 biological responses to the graft should be enhanced for

192 a better integration. As an example, the team of Dr. Zilla

193 has extensively studied and optimized the seeding of

194 endothelial cells on the internal side of vascular grafts.[41]

195 The field of tissue engineering is now much more attuned

196 to the necessity of responding to such a challenge.

197 In regard to vascularization, even with a paucity of

198 results at first, the approach of stimulating the ingrowth of

199 blood vessels into solid organs has not been successful.

200 Such organs rapidly, within hours or even minutes,

201 demand blood irrigation for survival and proper function.

202 This necessity was the basis for a new endothelialized skin

203 substitute developed at LOEX.[42] Drawing on clinical

204 lessons showing that cadaver skin could rapidly take and

205 demonstrate a capillary blood flow, the team of Dr. Auger

206 has strived to recreate a microvascular system in the

207 dermal component of skin substitutes. Such a design was

208 even more plausible with understanding of the phenom-

209 enon that allows the rapid take of cadaver skin in burn

210 patients. Inosculation, the physiological anastamosis

211 between blood vessels of the graft and the wound bed,

212 was only recently clearly described in an animal mod-

213 el.[43] Thus, at first using a scaffold technique, this group

214 has combined in the dermal layer fibroblasts and endo-

215 thelial cells in such a fashion that a capillary-like system

216 was reconstituted. A series of analyses, including his-

217 tology, immunohistology and electron microscopy, has

218 shown the microvascular nature of this endothelialized

219 skin equivalent. Furthermore, preliminary grafting experi-

220 ments in animals have shown that blood flow within the

221 graft is reestablished at a faster rate than in substitutes

222 without a capillary-like system.[44]

223 There is now a flurry of interest in such microvas-

224 cularization in various soft tissues.[45] But the next level

225 of complexity will undoubtedly obtain for solid organs

226 the full spectrum, from small arteries to capillaries and

227 finally outflow small-diameter veins. This certainly is a

228 lofty goal and will necessitate a tremendous multidiscip-

229 linary effort.

230 Of a less immediate nature is the matter of tissue

231 substitute reinnervation. Too little attention has been

232 focused on this element if the final goal is full tissue

233 integration. Most tissues have many types of neurological

234 receptors that play an important role in not only the

235 biological function but also ultimately their very own

236 homeostasis. Thus, these receptors allow the body to re-

237 ceive the appropriate messages, from nociception to posi-

238 tional information, which then translate into local and

239 frequently systemic reactions. This loop is an integral part

240 of the true physiological function we are hoping for in

241 order for tissue-engineered organs to obtain their full

242 potential. Not only will the appropriate neurological

243 signals be sent by the grafted tissues, but many physiolog-

244 ical responses will ensue or be set in motion, such as vaso-

245 reactivity, hormonal secretion, and enzymatic delivery.

246 Until now efforts have been mostly centered on

247 evaluating the reappearance of the neural network in

248 various tissues. Once again, the most studied tissue has

249 been the skin. Early experiments have shown the level

250 and time schedule of pain perception reappearance in

251 the first generation of epidermal tissue grafts for burn

252 patients.[46,47]

253 Our LOEX group has now focused its observation on

254 some reconstructed tissues such as full-thickness recon-

255 structed skin substitutes for reinnervation after animal

256 implantation. The results are quite encouraging.[48] But

257 once again the challenges will be much more complex in

258 large solid organs with various cell types. This is even

259 more true when there is a specialized nervous tissue

260 within the organ with a precise physiological function,

261 such as the cardiac pacing system.

262 Another layer of complexity is added when one

263 considers secretory or filtrating organs such as the

264 pancreas, liver, or spleen. The successful three-dimen-

265 sional arrangement of such organs is at the present time a
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266 daunting task, but the future may hold answers that are not

267 yet foreseeable. Some investigators have targeted embry-

268 onic stem cells as an answer to such complex issues. It

269 remains to be seen if the science of tissue engineering will

270 ever find the right condition for such a demanding

271 differentiation program to occur ex vivo.

272 ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

273 Some technologies can be seen as being of incontrovert-

274 ible value on the path to better tissue engineering. We

275 shall review a few of them.

276 Tissue Morphometrics

277 Some scientists in the field of tissue engineering having

278 noted the lack of quantitative and qualitative tissue values

279 and analysis and have proposed measures to remedy this

280 perceived shortcoming.

281 With an appropriate database for various morphomet-

282 ric tissue parameters, the science of reconstructive med-

283 icine should be more accurate and lead to better results.

284 This ongoing effort is certainly quite interesting, and

285 its impact should be felt in the near future according to

286 its proponents.

287 New Biomaterials

288 The search for innovative biomaterials seems to be de-

289 veloping along two pathways that will probably inter-

290 twine. The first avenue is a worldwide effort, already

291 alluded to, in searching for biomaterials that have better

292 integrative properties. This entails a minimal inflamma-

293 tory reaction to such materials combined with optimal

294 resorption time depending on the targeted tissues or

295 organs. One must note that inflammation will always be

296 present since any surgical operation entails such a

297 reaction. However, it is quite probable that the least

298 reaction, the better in this context.

299 The second avenue is to attach signaling molecules to

300 the utilized biomaterial. This can be as direct as a slow,

301 sequential release of various cytokines or growth factors.

302 However, the more technically sophisticated approach of

303 adding DNA sequencing for appropriate messaging may

304 be of high value for all those seeking to induce favorable

305 integration of these biomaterials.[49]

306 Mechanical Stimulation

307 In the last decade it has become quite clear that nearly all

308 body tissues can attain a higher level of complexity by

309 being submitted to mechanical stimulation.[12] Although

310 such a concept was rather evident in the orthopedic field,

311 where load bearing is known to be of great importance in

312 tissue differentiation, it also turned out to be valuable for

313 other tissues, such as blood vessels, heart valves, and

314 skin.[26,32,34]

315 Bioreactors

316 If one wants to combine the previous technology with any

317 significant scaling-up process, then bioreactors are a

318 pivotal step in tissue engineering. A great part of the

319 answer lies not only in obtaining large amount of

320 cells, but also exposing them to the appropriate mechani-

321 cal conditions.

322 Furthermore, this is a critical pathway for automating

323 at least some of the processes involved in recreating tis-

324 sue substitutes.

325 Gene Therapy

326 If the combining of DNA into biomaterial has already

327 been established, one must look upon gene therapy as an

328 additional and more permanent technology for obtaining

329 better tissue-engineered organs.

330 For example, in re-creating the pancreas, at the present

331 time a high number of Langerhans cells are necessary for

332 an appropriate level of insulin secretion. If these cells

333 were amenable to higher levels of secretion, this would be

334 of great advantage in the treatment of diabetic patients.

335 Another example is reconstructed blood vessels with

336 anti-atherosclerotic molecules secreted by either smooth

337 muscle cells or endothelial cells. Here, the patient most

338 prone to restenosis could benefit from a superior type of

339 graft. However, this technology brings these substitutes

340 into an entirely different regulatory environment. It may

341 be a step that will be valuable, but the time frame of such a

342 step is difficult to predict today.

343 This does not deter many groups working on various

344 types of ‘‘universal’’ donor cells. Such cells, devoid of

345 specific immunological markers, usually targeted in

346 rejection, would allow the creation of well-tolerated sub-

347 stitutes. But once again, this task may entail more com-

348 plexity than meets the eye.[50]

349 MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAMWORK
350 IN TISSUE ENGINEERING

351 It seems to us that the best way to meet all these

352 challenges is to combine various types expertise that have

353 not always been tied together in the past. Many regional

354 and national programs in tissue engineering are addressing

355 this issue.

4 Tissue Engineering
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356 The LOEX group has always brought together a triad

357 of specialties into our tissue engineering efforts:

358 . Cell and molecular biologists

359 . Bio-engineers

360 . Biomedical clinicians

361 When we set about the project of re-creating ligaments,

362 the orthopedic surgeons declared the anterior cruciate

363 ligament to be of the utmost clinical importance. They

364 also gave the team a sense of alternative therapies and

365 what additional advantages a tissue-engineered substitute

366 should bring. This enabled the team to reach a set of

367 biological and mechanical criteria for each substitute. This

368 combination has proven to be quite fruitful in forging

369 ahead with tissue engineering projects that are clinically

370 focused. Thus, as a first step the clinician investigators

371 help the whole team set the stage in pinning down the

372 most significant goals to be achieved for a particular

373 substitute. This interaction helps in determining the most

374 acute need in tissue reconstruction for any body system.

375 Then the cell biologists strive to reconstruct the organ

376 or tissue with what is deemed to be the best tissue en-

377 gineering approach. The pluses and minuses of each ap-

378 proach have already been presented and will, in a sense,

379 dictate the best fit. One of the most crucial roles of the cell

380 biologists at this point is to obtain the various cells

381 necessary for the reconstruction. Their challenge is not

382 only to find appropriate sources of cells, but also to

383 establish efficacious extraction methods. The purity of the

384 cells is of paramount importance if the tissue engineering

385 effort is to be successful.

386 Afterward, the expansion of cells must be efficacious

387 enough to obtain the amount of cells and the appropri-

388 ate quality necessary for the reconstruction. The cell

389 and molecular biologists will have also settled on some

390 functional biological requirements for the tissue-engi-

391 neered organs. This may be a cellular function such as

392 the antithrombotic properties of endothelial cells or an

393 exocrine secretory function such as insulin for pancre-

394 atic Langerhans cells.

395 The role of bio-engineers is also of great value. They

396 frequently can create or refine bioreactors to facilitate and

397 accelerate the expansion of the necessary cells. They

398 maintain a close relationship with the biologists so that the

399 processes are not deleterious to the cellular phenotypes

400 and function. But usually at the inception of a project, the

401 biomechanical engineers are in close interaction to create

402 different types of apparatus that will induce the appropri-

403 ate mechanical strains in the reconstructed tissues. These

404 strains may appear passively or be induced by machines

405 that, for example, bring pulsatile flow to a reconstructed

406 blood vessel. There is now clear evidence that such

407 mechanical preparation is advantageous not only for the

408 structural integrity, but also for some functions of tissue-

409 engineered substitutes. Many cells have been shown to

410 acquire their in-vivo phenotype when exposed in vitro to

411 strains similar to those encountered in the human

412 body.[12,30,34,51]

413 All this multidisciplinary work forms a working loop of

414 interaction between teams. This is quite understandable,

415 as advances in each sector have some bearing on the other

416 members of the team.

417 There is also a two-step paradigm to our efforts in a

418 given tissue engineering project. The first step, while

419 taking into account what has been previously described,

420 aims at recreating a three-dimensional structure that will

421 have a satisfactory histological aspect. However, the

422 biological and mechanical properties are not the main

423 purpose. The team strives to demonstrate the possibility of

424 assembling the various cells and tissues to form an organ

425 that will have acceptable tissular organization and enough

426 stability to maintain it in culture. The second step is

427 optimization of the desired mechanical and biological

428 functions. This leads to an intensive collaboration be-

429 tween the biologists and the engineers.

430 This two-step paradigm can be well observed in our

431 own effort at recreating a tissue-engineered blood vessel

432 (TEBV). Our first publication, using the self-assembly

433 approach to tissue engineering, had allowed us to re-create

434 all three layers of a blood vessel.[40] The histological

435 analysis revealed well-defined adventitia, media, and

436 intima with no crossover contamination from the differ-

437 ent cell types between layers. Furthermore, a few very

438 important functions were shown to be present, such as

439 incorporation of acetylated LDL by endothelial cells and

440 antithrombogenic activity.[51] But no vasoreactivity was

441 noted, and the mechanical resistance was very weak. This

442 TEBV was thus not regarded as acceptable for grafting.

443 The second generation, utilizing the self-assembly ap-

444 proach, answered those pitfalls in an interesting manner.

445 The vasoreactivity of these vessels was clearly established

446 as their supraphysiological burst pressure settled around

447 2500mm Hg.[40] This is a fitting example to a stepwise

448 road to the completion of a tissue-engineered organ in

449 vitro. Thereafter the role of the clinician is of paramount

450 importance in creating protocols for grafting these

451 substitutes first in animals and then into the human host.

452 CONCLUSION

453 Tissue engineering has opened fascinating perspectives in

454 the biomedical armamentarium. The astounding clinical

455 demand for such biotechnological solutions ensures that

456 this research domain will continue to forge ahead.

457 On the other hand, the road to success has also a few

458 meanders that should be carefully addressed if this field is
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459 to keep its pace. There is a tremendous level of trepidation

460 related to the expanding knowledge of both embryonic

461 and adult stem cells. The question surrounding the ethical

462 acceptability of using embryonic stem cells is already

463 partly out of the scientists’ hands. Various nations will

464 have to define the boundaries of acceptable utilization of

465 embryonic stem cells.

466 Next we will have to solve the important aspect of host

467 acceptance of the tissue-engineered graft. There is no

468 problem for an autologous construct; however, allogeneic

469 grafting brings about the eventual problem of rejection. If

470 tissue engineers want to stay clear of the immunosuppres-

471 sive drug used in classical organ transplantation, new

472 solutions will be necessary. The two main efforts have, up

473 to now, aimed at either rendering the graft less of a target

474 or inducing tolerance in the receiver. Here, tissue engi-

475 neers are accompanied by all the transplantation commu-

476 nity, thus heightening the possibilities of successes.

477 Finally, the regulatory aspect will eventually become

478 clearer. The examining agencies in many countries are

479 responding to these new therapies. However, the channel

480 of communication must be well established between re-

481 gulators and tissue engineers to ensure a safe but not too

482 constraining introduction of this form of therapy into the

483 clinical arena.

484 Whatever lays ahead for tissue engineering, it is

485 already clear that this field will alleviate much suffering

486 and improve life for many patients around the world.
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